Linguistic

Studying Course Material or Preparing for Exams

Possible Assignment Ideas




Keep good notes, possibly in journal format
Tell or write a short story to explain course
material or to summarize class notes
Rewrite your notes using different words





Write a poem, myth, play, or editorial for an assignment
Write a story that presents the assignment requirements
Create an advertising campaign describing an assignment concept

Organize your workspace and categorize your
course materials
Rewrite notes as logical concepts with rational
reasoning
Create a time line for course content





Complete a cost-benefit analysis of the assignment, if appropriate
Design and conduct an experiment the portrays the requirements of an
assignment
Write a computer program to complete an assignment

Create a song that explains important course
concepts
Rewrite music lyrics to create a catchy song
presenting class notes
Sing or hum while studying






Put together a collection of music that depicts the assignment concepts
Create a music video to illustrate the assignment
Revise lyrics of a song to present an assignment idea
Create a musical piece based on assignment requirements

Use class notes and readings to create a poster,
chart, map, or graph
Create a scale model using difficult course content
Create a color code and use it to highlight notes
Plan short study sessions alternated with
movement breaks
Create a sequence of movements to explain a
difficult course content idea from your notes
Create an active group game using course material
Hold group discussions about course or exam
materials
Teach or create a lesson plan presenting a difficult
content idea




Create a piece of art that demonstrates an assignment idea
Create a videotape, collage, or photo album presenting an assignment
requirement
Design a visual picture to fulfill an assignment
Perform a play to fulfill an assignment requirement
Role-play an assignment concept
Build or construct an interactive model or piece depicting an assignment idea
Create a scavenger hunt leading to assignment requirements along the way
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Participate in a service project that compliments a course assignment
Use what you’ve learned to change or influence your community and report back
to your instructor
Design a mind map that offers multiple perspectives of an assignment

Intrapersonal




Naturalist





Create a blog where you share your emotions
about course and exam content ideas
Use a journal to keep track of your thoughts and
feeling about course or exam materials
Study outside in nature
Participate in field trips relating to course or exam
content to analyze it deeper
Observe and describe in a journal situations or
ideas presented throughout the course content





Create a personal philosophy about an assignment idea
Explain your intuitive hunches about an assignment and how they affected it
Explain your assumptions in a critical incident relating to an assignment concept




Discover and describe the patterns of an assignment concept
Create a typology or flow chart presenting an assignment

